SOLID WHITE STRIPE *

5' MIN BICYCLE LANE

MOTOR VEHICLE LANES

PARKING PROHIBITED

SOLID WHITE STRIPE *

5' MIN BICYCLE LANE

MOTOR VEHICLE LANES

TYPICAL ROADWAY IN OUTLYING AREAS

PARKING RESTRICTED

ARROW SYMBOL

REQUIRED 72" AFTER ALL BICYCLE LANE SYMBOLS

DESIGNATED BICYCLE LANE SYMBOL

REQUIRED AFTER ALL INTERSECTIONS AND EVERY 500 FEET.

* WHERE A BUFFER IS PROVIDED ADJACENT TO THE BIKE LANE, ALL STRIPING SHALL BE 4" WIDE PLASTIC – OUTER STRIPE, BUFFER HATCHING, INNER STRIPE.

* FOR SINGLE STRIPE BIKE LANES, THE PLASTIC STRIPE SHALL BE 6" WIDE—EXCEPT ARTERIALS WHERE THE SPEED LIMIT IS 30 MPH OR HIGHER, THE PLASTIC STRIPE SHALL BE 8" WIDE.

FOR ALL MARKINGS AND BIKE LANE STRIPES USE:

- WHITE PLASTIC PREMARK OR HOT TAPE BRAND FOR EXISTING ASPHALT.
- IN-LAI 3M TAPE FOR NEW ASPHALT.